


 

THE NEW IMAGE OF 
HIGH-END 

CONFERENCE 
The design comes from 

European design masters. 
It has obtained a national 

patent and can help 
upgrade conference 

room image. 



















 APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 
Horion interactive flat panel walks into government agencies and institutions, streamlining business processes, 
improving efficiency, and helping to build a more efficient service-oriented government. 

 APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

BANKS 
More and more banks recommend Horion interactive flat panel. With its help, they realize innovation and 
services upgrade to provide customers with efficient and convenient all-round services. 



APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

REAL ESTATE 
Horion interactive flat panel supports multi-touch function. You can handwrite to input words by 
touching the screen, play videos of real estate industry, and search and compare the house type as 
you need on the flat panel. 

 APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

SCHOOLS 
Horion interactive flat panel is gradually becoming a "little assistant" for teachers and students in 
schools and universities. It keeps teachers and students away from dust, and presents diversified 
teaching methods for teachers, making the classroom atmosphere more relaxed and improving 
learning interest and teaching quality. 

TRAINING INSTITUTIONS 
Only after advanced technical products are deeply integrated with teaching they can really bring 
changes in teaching. Hori on interactive flat panel contributes to education informatization by 
providing high-quality products and services. 
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 APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
As technology collides with tradition, Horion interactive flat panel injects new vitality into the 
manufacturing industry, brings more convenient and efficient interactive conference experience, 
and improves the efficiency of team communication and collaboration. 
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 APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

ENTERPRISES 
When brainstorming, enterprises use Horion interactive flat panel to write and discuss, freely express 
their will, and easily capture ideas, which not only improves the efficiency of the meeting, but also 
allows inspiration to collide at anytime and stimulate the potential of Innovation. 


